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Art either fails or succeeds in capturing
moments of inspiration, making what is elusive
captive and making what is fugitive about
inspiration idle only for a moment, art is an act of
re-creation, a glimpse of the artist’s vision. But it
seems that all artists have for their endeavors are
snapshots and portraits, time somehow captured
in words and images. These images vary depending
upon the person, or the life lived.
Besides the mystic and often abstract ways
in which people speak about creating art, whether
it’s visual or literary, the fact is that these moments
are drawn from our lives, the devastating, the
joyous, and the mundane all have a home between
the frames of the portrait, or the lines of the poem.
What we have seen informs the way in which we
respond as artists in the world.
This year’s collection includes literary
work from the Veterans Writing Circle at Pacific.
It is a way to write the experience of war, and to
place those images into context with the world we
live in today. Art is not an isolated act. The Veterans Writing Circle is proof of this. It is an attempt
by Pacific to help veterans and their families move
beyond the trauma of war, while providing a space

to create art through the healing power of words, and
establish a dialogue about war within
our community.
Calliope is alive and well in the pages to
follow, walking through the suburbs and urban
sprawl, admiring the surge of life in shopping centers,
or cringing at the sights of the battlefields of the
past and present. Artists are present in the desperate
places of our world as well as the beautiful.
This makes the collection of literary and
visual art in this issue proof of the persistent desire
to create, with our hands and our minds, and most
important, with our hearts. Our lives continue to
change, our distant memories return, and despite the
tumultuous cycle of rebirth that life imposes upon
us, we must create something that gives voice to our
experiences.
While our minds wander through our
hopeful daydreams, taking us to strange places we’ve
never seen, we respond with imagination and creativity, creating the world as it could be. We find it as it
is and we are ashamed, but hopeful. So, write, read,
and create with brush or pen strokes and our lives
will be revealed transformed.

